
Barbara Gelb | CEO | Together for Short Lives 
 
Areas of skill, experience, knowledge:  

Health & social care 

Governance 

Membership 

Corporate strategy and business planning 

Government Liaison/public affairs 

 

Candidate statement: 

 

I am excited by the prospect of being a trustee of National Voices. If successful I believe I would 

bring a wealth of knowledge, skills and experience relating to children and young people’s health 

and social care.  In my current role as CEO of Together for Short Lives(TfSL) - a UK charity which 

speaks up for the 49,000 children, young people, and their families with life shortening conditions - I 

am committed to listening to some of the most vulnerable voices in society. TfSL amplifies that voice 

and provides a platform so that children and families may tell their story to inform policy and to 

instigate change.   

Having stood down last year as Co-Chair of the International Children’s Palliative Care Network I am 

now keen to secure a trustee role within an England or UK focused charity.  I am drawn to the Board 

of National Voices as I have always admired the role that it has played in advocating for the needs of 

users of health and social care services. 

Those we support have complex needs and engage daily with the NHS and social care services 

through a number of (often disconnected) services and agencies.  Our role includes work with young 

people and families to provide them with support they need, to help join up services and to work 

with practitioners and policy makers, to improve service delivery.  For example, our leadership of the 

Transition Task Force and the work that we do with young people facing the cliff edge of care at the 

age of 19. 

We have established some powerful and effective networks: a young avengers group to give voice 

from affected young people; a family forum; and a number of service and practice groups that place 

the needs of people at the heart of our work around best practice.  

My career has been driven by a passion for improving services for children and young people. I am a 

social worker by background - prior to moving into the charity sector 15 years ago, I worked in 

children and young people's social care for over 20 years, primarily in the statutory sector, and 

ultimately as a senior manager in children's services in a unitary authority.  

I have experience of leading the growth of a charity with a turnover of just £200K 15 years ago to a 

merged charity that now turns over I excess of £3million. Further, TfSL is a membership organization, 

and I have a depth of understanding of all the ensuing complexities and challenges of being the voice 

of a disparate sector, keeping the needs of the service user in focus.  

I am experienced in acting as figurehead and ambassador for TfSL in a range of arenas, including 

with the most senior politicians. 



If successful I would bring energy, enthusiasm and networks to the roles I engage with. Above all I 

believe in what National Voices is trying to achieve - it's the reason why we became a member. 

 


